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Price: 137,900€  Ref: CBS3-TV-SPT3093

Townhouse

Torrevieja

3

1

Ref:  CBS3-TV-SPT3093  Townhouse for sale in Torreveija with 3 Bedrooms, Air-Con,

Large Solarium, Corner Garden, Community Pool, walk to amenities Good rental

potential.  €137,900 Euros

	On the ground floor is a large living-dining room with a fireplace, a bathroom and a very

large fully equipped independent kitchen leading to a spacious gallery with enough

space for appliances and storage with a direct exit door to the garden. On the upper floor

there are 3 bright bedrooms and a full bathroom. Exterior landing storage room and we

access the enormous 50 m² Solarium from which panoramic view...(Ask for More

Details!)
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Ref:  CBS3-TV-SPT3093  Townhouse for sale in Torreveija with 3 Bedrooms, Air-Con, Large Solarium,

Corner Garden, Community Pool, walk to amenities Good rental potential.  €137,900 Euros

	On the ground floor is a large living-dining room with a fireplace, a bathroom and a very large fully equipped

independent kitchen leading to a spacious gallery with enough space for appliances and storage with a direct

exit door to the garden. On the upper floor there are 3 bright bedrooms and a full bathroom. Exterior landing

storage room and we access the enormous 50 m² Solarium from which panoramic views over the

Urbanization and the large Community Pool are accessed by a built-in staircase. Easy maintenance tiled

garden of approximately 40 m² on the corner that surrounds the house. Air conditioning hot / cold throughout

the house. It is delivered fully furnished and equipped except for personal effects. Excellent area surrounded

by services, one step away from the Habaneras and Carrefour Shopping Centers and with a wide range of

leisure and restaurants. This house is ideal both for habitual residence and to obtain great profitability for

rent.  SUM 114.67 euros/year. COMMUNITY 400 euros/year.

	*  Townhouse in Good location

	*  3 Bedrooms

	*  1 Bathroom

	*  Separate Kitchen

	*  Large Solarium (50m2)

	*  Air- conditioning with views 

	*  Corner Garden

	*  Community Pool

	*  Close to amenities
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